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The Royal 
Palace in 
Madrid 
• Is one of the most famous sights of the city 

and its hallmark.
• The exterior of the building harmoniously 

combines various architectural styles: such 
as Rococo, Baroque.

• Inside, you can see the paintings of 
Velasquez and Goya, Caravaggio and 
Tiepolo.

• View in detail the collection of ancient 
weapons.

• The Royal Palace also offers a walk 
through the beautiful parks of Campo del 
Moro and Sabatini, which stretch 
throughout the surrounding area and 
stretch all the way to the Manzanare river.



Columbus 
circle

• In the center of Columbus circle are located 
the "Discovery of America" gardens. 

• The Eastern side of the square is occupied 
by a series of allegorical blocks, which, 
according to the sculptor Barkeo Tursios, 
reflect the great achievements of 
Columbus.

• On the opposite side of the square is 
located a monument to the famous 
discoverer.



Gran vía

• Madrid differs from other European 
capitals in that it does not formally 
have a main street. The center is 
full of boulevards, and each of 
them deserves this honorary title. 
However, the most famous street is 
considered to be Gran via, where 
fashionable Metropolitan youth 
gather.

• Is known for the two famous 
literary characters — Don Quixote 
and Sancho Panza.



Santiago Bernabeu 
stadium
• Santiago Bernabeu stadium is a 

sports center located in the 
North of Madrid

• In 2007, it was awarded the 
5-star category by UEFA, in 
other words, it was recognized 
as an elite stadium.

• This football stadium belongs to 
real Madrid.

• Football fans are given a daily 
opportunity to visit the stadium, 
follow the routes of their idols, 
visit the locker room and sit on 
the bench.
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